At This Rate ...
Credit unions' regulatory disadvantage stifles their growth, and has a major influence on their
loan yields, deposit costs and fee structures. More and more CUs are asking, "Why is CURIA
taking so long?"
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Peter Duffy's Web-only columns on credit union finance run the second Thursday of every month.
Note from CUES President/CEO Fred Johnson: CUES does not endorse nor always agree with our
columnists. Instead, CUES strives to bring credit union executives a variety of perspectives to
help them grow as professionals and be better able to lead and make decisions for their credit
unions. Johnson encourages comments on these articles. Please e-mail your thoughts to CUES
VP/Publications Mary Arnold.
In CUNA's May magazine, the association's chief economist, Bill Hampel, reported that banks had moved
deposit rates up more aggressively than credit unions in the last two years. Moreover, Hampel's data
suggested that credit unions had gone from providing member savers a 15 basis point advantage on
money market accounts over the payout they'd get from banks to a 250 basis point disadvantage.
Perhaps this helps explain why banks grew deposits 9 percent last year while CUs grew by 3.8 percent.
This cost of deposit graph is noteworthy. CUs have outpaid the banks on deposits in six of the last 10
years, but not by much ... and we have to factor into our thinking that this is with non-interest bearing
deposits included.
Banks have many commercial relationships with non-interest bearing deposits which lower their average
deposit rate. If we take non-interest bearing deposits out of the banks' cost on deposits, banks outpay
credit unions every year on non-commercial (consumer) deposits.
I believe credit unions' regulatory disadvantage has a major influence on earnings (see this slide depicting
return on equity for banks and credit unions). As a result, this regulatory disadvantage impacts both
deposit and loan rate trends, and supports the accelerated growth rates experienced by banks.
With the flexibility banks have to manage interest rate risk in a more realistic manner, while generating
more income in the investment portfolio, leveraging capital (for more income) and retaining more
business loans, banks are passing some of the incremental income on to the consumer in a meaningful
measure which, in turn, is generating more growth.
Importantly, the trends are over 10 years and therefore not a function of the stubborn flat yield-curve
environment that both banks and CUs are laboring through.
As for the notion that CUs always offer better rates, let's look at some data.

Growth Suggests Better Rates
Analyzing NCUA/FDIC data, Sandler O'Neill + Partners L.P. found that converted CUs collectively
generated acceleration in both asset growth and loan growth. Here's how it breaks out:
Five-Year Average Before
Conversion

Average After
Conversion

Asset Growth
Rate

6.55 percent

18.06 percent

Loan Growth
Rate

6.26 percent

19.64 percent

(The growth was calculated on the 20 converted CUs for which NCUA and FDIC data is available both
before and after conversion. Eight former credit unions are not included because half were merged or
acquired by other CUs on the list, among other things. For more detail on this, see "slide note" at the
bottom of the column.)
This type of growth—a veritable tripling—has to be associated with competitive rates. If that was not the
case, an awful lot of consumers were uncharacteristically not shopping for the best rates in the market
Now take a look at this table showing the actual rate/yield on loans and deposits for the 20 converted
CUs:

Percentage of Time Rates Were Better Than
CU Industry
Loan yield before
conversion

58 percent

Loan yield after
conversion

60

Deposit cost before
conversion

54

Deposit cost after
conversion

80

To get these numbers, we took call report data from NCUA and FDIC and plotted the actual yield on
loans and deposits (we extracted borrowings from the cost of funds to achieve cost of deposits). This is
an analysis anyone can do if they access the call report data. If we consider each year after conversion
as a data point for each CU and combined them, there are 86 data points (combined years).

Unless the mix of shares and/or loans changed significantly, the data
suggests the CUs did not change their rate offerings to the member
in an unfriendly way. While individual institutions might not have
offered better rates after conversion, the growth acceleration in the
converted CUs as a group was accompanied by better rates for
members.
The converted CUs took advantage of regulations that are more
"market friendly" for banks and make it easier for banks to grow than
for credit unions to grow. They gave the earnings back (in some
measure) to customers (members) in the form of better rates than the
CU industry average.
The earnings shortfall is also leading to CUs' increased reliance on
fee income.
Take a look at this illustration of the trend for banks and CUs showing
fee income-to-average assets. As you can see, fee income for CUs
has been an upward trend for 10 years and is now closer to bank
levels than ever before.

Slide Note
The CU industry average is
based on data for all CUs above
$100 million in assets. This group
includes 83 percent of credit
union assets in the financial
services industry, and is
comprised of the institutions that
influence the market the most.
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Now look at this table.
•
Credit unions' fee income as a percentage of gross income has
doubled since 1998 while the banks have stayed virtually the same.
The banks rely less on fee income than CUs.
Some CUs believe the regulatory imbalance hinders earnings and is
putting overall value to the member at risk.

•

IGA FCU and
Community Plus were
eventually acquired.
Salt Lake City Hospital
Employees and two
others were merged with
Beacon Federal (formerly
Beacon FCU).
Roper CU was acquired
by Carolina Fed (formerly
Sacred Heart of
Charleston FCU).
Two Lutheran CUs were
merged into the Lutheran
Bank.
All of the historical data
for Share Plus FCU and
Affiliated CU was not
available.

With at least some of the incremental earnings, banks are branching more (the top 50 banks added 11
percent more branches in the last 10 years, for example), building awareness through marketing and
advertising (Have you noticed the drive-time radio, newspaper and TV ads?) and growing market share,
such as adding deposits faster than CUs.
This column cites these trends because the lack of progress on passage of the Credit Union Regulatory
Improvement Act is alarming.
I have documented the need for swift and full passage of CURIA in this and previous columns ("A Tale of
Two Cities," "Capital Ideas" and "A Call to Arms," to name a few. See cross links at right.). It's clear that
credit unions need meaningful relief if they are to compete on a level field.
These realities are why we hear many CUs asking ...
... Why is CURIA taking so long?
For full and fair disclosure, my employer, Sandler O'Neil + Partners, L.P., is a full-service investment
banking firm engaged in raising capital for banks and thrifts and therefore could earn fees with CUs that
convert. (We also serve as a broker for CUs in their bond and loan portfolios, and serve as an introducing
agent in credit card portfolio sales, sale/lease back of branches, and member investment services. We
are, therefore, not reliant on conversion transactions to conduct business with credit unions.)

Pete Duffy is an associate director with Sandler O'Neill & Partners, L.P., New York, a CUES Financial
Suppliers Forum member. The views expressed by the author do not necessarily reflect those of Sandler
O'Neill & Partners, L.P., do not constitute an offer to purchase or sell a security, and should not be
construed as offering investment or strategic advice to any individual or institution.
•

Go to the current issue of Credit Union Management.

